Zero incremental cost makes 2016 a very good year

Incredible
Savings
cCustomers who chose iOmniscient in 2016

In 2016 more customers chose iOmniscient around the world. The tally in 2016 is shown in the graph. In addition there were
many smaller projects for retail, building management and general security. This has increased the number of countries we
operate in to 45.
Customers are under tremendous budget constraints and they all want the best system at minimal cost. We were able to meet
this requirement through using our technology to reduce the entire infrastructure cost and enhance operational eﬃciency.
For customers the most important factor was the fact that using iOmniscient’s smart compression technology they found it was
less expensive to implement an intelligent system than a recording or standard surveillance system.

The feedback from these customers highlighted 4 other important factors that inﬂuenced them to partner with iOmniscient.
1.

Fewer Cameras Needed: For applications like Face Recognition the iOmniscient system requires 5 times fewer
cameras and hence much less infrastructure. This is because the iOmniscient system can recognize people in a
crowd at 5 times the distance of any other system. With the ability to recognize 75 faces at the same time on a
1 megapixel camera the result is fewer cameras, less bandwidth and computation, less installation and lower
ongoing costs

2.

Reduced Response Times: iOmniscient oﬀers solutions for customers’ speciﬁc use cases. The automated
response system can eliminate many steps in their processes reducing response times to incidents by 80%.
Manual operations are greatly reduced also by around 80%.

3.

Reliability: all iOmniscient products are armed with an Artiﬁcial Intelligence based Nuisance Alarm
Minimization System (NAMS). In several competitive situations NAMS has enabled the iOmniscient system to
operate with a ratio of 1:200 (iOmniscient false alarms: false alarms from the alternative system). Fewer false
alarms are important for making the system eﬀective.

4.

Comprehensive capabilities: Not only is the portfolio of applications very broad but iOmniscient has a focus on
being best in class in every category. Customers also have an easy upgrade path from simple products to more
sophisticated ones just by changing the license key.

See World’s First live demo of “Facial Recognition in a crowd”

What: INTERSEC 2017, in Dubai
Where: iOmniscient Booth #H22 Hall 1
When: Jan 22~24, 2017
the two options. If they decide to buy the cheaper option and we know they need the more sophisticated one
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One supplier for Face Recognition systems says they have been ranked as the world's number 1 Face Recognition system. How does your system compare?

Dell & iOmniscient jointly launch the Intelligent IoT Gateway
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Winner - Global Security Challenge for Crowded Places
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